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Abstract- The advent of power electronics and
proliferation of non-linear loads in industrial power
applications, power harmonics and their effects on power
quality are a hot topic of concern. Harmonics are the byproducts of modern electronics. They occur frequently
when there are large numbers of personal computers
(single phase loads), uninterruptible power supplies
(UPS), variable frequency drives (AC and DC) or any
electronic device using solid state power switching
supplies to convert incoming AC to DC. Non-linear loads
create harmonics by drawing current in abrupt short
pulses, rather than in a smooth sinusoidal manner. The
harmonics can be described as “a sinusoidal component
of a periodic wave or quantity having a frequency that is
an integral multiple of the fundamental frequency.” Some
references refer to “clean” or “pure” power as those
without any harmonics. But such clean waveforms
typically only exist in a laboratory. This paper aims to
compare the harmonic outputs of the conventional
inverter and star-delta inverter. PSCAD/EMTDC
software is used in simulation of the output harmonics of
the mentioned inverters. Results show that the star-delta
inverter gives similar output harmonic behavior like the
conventional inverters.

New FACTS techniques provide an opportunity to
realize the above-mentioned problems practically.
FACTS and HVDC are complementary systems [9]. The
star-delta converter is a converter developed for this
purpose and enables to convert the three phase AC power
to three lines of DC output at rectifier mode [10]. The
star-delta converter converts the three lines of DC into
three phase of AC in inverter mode.
II. STAR-DELTA CONVERTER
The Star- Delta converter is designed such that, the
lower three valves are kept but the upper three valves are
split into two halves as in Figure 1. This configuration
enables to supply three different DC loads or use three
present AC lines for DC transmission. The split pairs are
controlled by the same gate signal as their parent valves.
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I. INTRODUCTION
HVDC systems are used for bulk power transmission and
for system interconnection [1]. With a HVDC system,
both the power flow level and the direction can be
controlled rapidly and accurately. For some cases existing
distribution systems can be increased very effectively by
converting the AC lines into HVDC. Converting existing
AC lines to DC for increasing power transmission have
been an interesting topic for scientists [2, 3, 4]. For this
purpose conventional converters have been used. Some
researches have been done by considering dynamic model
for an AC-DC power system for improving power system
stability [5-6] also Islanding fault of rectifier and inverter
substations are studied in HVDC system both in back to
back and long transmission line systems [6-7].

Figure 1. The star-delta three phase bridge rectifier

Figure 1 gives the rectifier configuration of the stardelta converter. The operation is the same as traditional
six valve converters. The (1,2), (3,4) and (5,6) pairs of
valves in Figure 1 are fired together like the three upper
valves of traditional six valve converters. The lower three
valves are also controlled in the same way as the six
valve converter. This is the reason why the same control
circuit for firing the valves can be used for star-delta
converter. Figure 2 shows the hexagon design of the stardelta converter and this figure shows the star and delta
configurations of valves and the load together and this is
why the converter is called star-delta converter.
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Figure 2. The star-delta rectifier bridge (hexahedron design)
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Figure 3. The star-delta rectifier applied to PSCAD
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Figure 4. The star-delta inverter applied to PSCAD
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III. HVDC SYSTEM BY THE CONVERTERS
The star-delta rectifier and inverter can be modified to
have a more representative scheme in Figure 3 to explain
the advantage of the transmission system to be designed
by the converters. Figure 4 represents the inverter for
AC-DC-AC power transmission. The control system of
the converters is the same control system for traditional
six valve bridge converters. The spitted pairs of the
original converter are controlled by the same gate signal
as their parent valves.
The main advantage of the designed converter system
is the AC-DC and DC-AC converters have three extra
bi-directional valves per converter, during AC-DC-AC
they help fully utilize three lines of existing AC
transmission as DC transmission (increasing the
transmission capacity). Another advantage of the system
is that, it is also possible to switch back to AC-AC
transmission by keeping valves 1, 4 and 6 in conduction
and turning off the rest six valves.
If all valves of the converters are bi-directional, the
AC-DC-AC (HVDC) transmission will be also bidirectional, and each converter can be used as either
rectifier or inverter depending upon the direction of ACDC-AC transmission direction. The system enhances
controllability
To gather detailed information the possibility of
operation of the proposed system transient and steady
state analysis have been conducted employing
PSCAD/EMTDC modeling software Educational Edition
version 3. PSCAD/EMTDC is an industry standard
simulation tool for studying the transient behavior of
electrical networks.
Its comprehensive library of models supports most
AC and DC of power plant components and controls in
such a way that FACTS, custom power, and HVDC
models can be modeled with speed and precision [9]. For
the system the star-delta rectifier and inverter are
designed in PSCAD/EMTDC as given in Figures 3 and 4,
respectively.
The HVDC STATCOM example of PSCAD/EMTDC
is adapted for the star-delta system. The sending and
receiving end Generation configuration are kept same as
the PSCAD/EMTDC example as given in Figures 5 and
6, respectively. Electrical power can be transmitted both
ways. The converters are Voltage Source Converters
(VSC).
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traditional six-valve conveerter and the designed
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star--delta
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PSCAD/EMT
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V
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in Figure 100 [10]. The designed starr-delta rectifiier is
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Figurre 13. Inverter vooltage harmonics (traditional)
Figure 17. Harmonic
H
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Figuure 14. Inverter vooltage harmonics (star-delta)

Table 1. Conveentional based HV
VDC system THD
DV PSCAD
simulation rresults

The starr-delta HVD
DC prototype is designedd in
laboratory coonditions to coonvert three phase
p
AC pow
wer to
three lines of DC output at
a rectifier moode and enablles to
convert backk three DC liines into threee phase of AC
A at
inverter modde. The star-deelta converterr prototype is used
to test the innverter side haarmonic outpuuts experimenntally
in laboratoryy. The figure of the HVD
DC prototype with
star-delta connverter is in Figure
F
15 and the laboratoryy test
is in Figure 16. The harm
monic analysiis of the star--delta
converter’s inverter
i
side is performed by using FLU
UKE
43B Power Quality Anallyzer which enables
e
to cappture
the single phhase harmonicc distortion ovver a certain period
of time. Tottal harmonic distortion off voltage of each
phase is recoorded to see thhe changes duuring the operration
period. The output
o
harmonnics is illustratted in Figure 17.

Conventional
C
based HVDC system
m (PSCAD simulaation results)
THDV

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

0.59

0.45

0.46

Table 2. The staar-delta based HV
VDC system THD
DV PSCAD
simulation rresults
Conventional
C
based HVDC system
m (PSCAD simulaation results)
THDV

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

0.56

0.45

0.46

Table 3. Thhe star-delta basedd HVDC system THDV
experimentall results
Conventional
C
based HVDC system
m (PSCAD simulaation results)
THDV

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

0.48

0.43

0.42

Tablee 4. Maximum vooltage distortions
according too IEEE
Maximum
Distortion
(%)
Single
Harmonic
Total
Harmonic

Figuure 15. Picture off star-delta HVDC
C prototype
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The
T results obbtain are comppared with th
he Tables 1-4,,
whicch is IEEE Maximum
M
Voltage Distorrtions Limits..
Com
mparison paraameter is Sysstem Voltagee > 138 kV,,
IEEE
E permits the THDV = 1.5. So according
g to the resultt
we obtain
o
from thhe simulationss for conventional and star-deltaa based HV
VDC systemss are satisfiees the IEEE
E
requ
uirements. Meeans that star-delta based HVDC
H
system
m
can be used in reaal life applicattions as conveentional basedd
HVD
DC systems.
Figuree 16. Harmonic analysis
a
of star-deelta prototype
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V. CONCLUSIONS
The voltage and current harmonic analysis of the stardelta based HVDC system was the main topic of this
paper. The star-delta based HVDC system harmonic
outputs compared with the conventional based HVDC
system to investigate the difference between them. To
simulate the star-delta and conventional based HVDC
systems, PSCAD/ETMDC software is used which is
powerful power system analysis tool to analyze the
harmonic outputs of both system.
Prototype of star-delta based HVDC system was
constructed to analyze the star-delta based HVDC system
harmonic behaviors in practically in laboratory
conditions. The conditions let us to took only the voltage
harmonic outputs of the star-delta based HVDC system
inverter side three phases.
The aim of the paper is to find out the harmonic
behavior of the star-delta based HVDC system both in
simulation and experimentally to compare the results with
conventional based HVDC system harmonic analysis
results. It is proven that the system is operational and the
distortion level is in the acceptable range of the IEEE
standards. Example of an application is, connecting the
wind turbines to the main power distribution grid [11].
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